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Retract (-i) rationality and its necessary conditions 

expressed by unramified presheaves 

-Noether's problem of a finite group Gas an example 

南範 彦

NORIHIKO MINAMI 

名古屋工業大学

NAGOYA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY* 

Abstract 

This is another short introduction to the author's study of the rationality problem, which centers the 
hierarchies of the form: lower rationality = higher ruledness. A particular emphasis is given for Noether's 
problem of a finite group G, where a technical difficult emerges because the relevant geometric object BG 
is not approximated by smooth proper varieties. The author's novelty here is a construction of the stable 
birational subsheaf for any unramified presheaf in the sense of Morel. This gives us a very strong necessary 
condition for retract (-i) rationality of smooth, not necessary proper, varieties over a perfect field. 

1 Introduction 

In this paper, all the schemes are defined over a圧竺］涵efield k. 

Recently, I have been working on the hierarchies of the hierarchy 

rational⇒ stable rational⇒ retract rational 

＝=:-separably unirational⇒ separably rationally connected 

in the framework of 

Lower rationality = Higher ruledness, 

which, for the first three of (1), take the following forms: 

Definition 1.1. For an-dimensional k-varietyりX,let us say: 

(i) X is (-i)-rational or (n -i)-ruled (O < i < n) 

if there exist an i-dimensional smooth pmper k-variety zi and a bimtional map 

An-, x Z'--> X. 

*nori@nitech.ac.Jp 

(1) 

1lBy a variety, we mean an integral k-scheme, which is separated and of finite type as in [sp18, Tag 020D] 

(2) 
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(ii) 

{iii) 

Xis stable~ or~ (0:::; i:::; n) 

if there exist N E Z::,n, an i-dimensional smooth proper k-variety Z'and a birational map 

AN-”X A”―’X zi --> _AN-n XX. 

X is retract (-i)-rational orretract (n -i)-ruled (O < i三n)

if there exist NE  Z:o:n, an i-dimensional smooth projective k-variety Z'and rational maps 

J: x --> AN-i x zi, 9: AN-, x z• --> x 

such that the composition 

gof:X-->X 

is defined,2) yielding an identity on a dense open subset of X. 

We now list up some basic properties of these hierarchies soon in Proposition 1.3, where we shall state 

(ii) and (iii) are invariant with respect to the following standard equivalence relation (see e.g. [CTS07, 

§1]): 

Definition 1.2. Two varieties of possibly different dimensions X and Y are said to be 

stable birational equivalent if for some natuml numbers r, s, X x幻 andY xか arebimtionally 

equivalent. 

Proposition 1.3. (i) When i = 0, those concepts p佗 sentedin Definition 1.1 reduce to the usual classical 

concepts {mentioned in the first line of (1)). 

0-mtional = mtional; stable 0-mtional = stable mtional; 

retmct 0-mtional = retmct mtional. 

(ii) Each concept in Definition 1.1 is a hierarchy; i.e. for any O <::'. i S j <::'. n, 

(-i)-mtional⇒ (-j)-mtional; 

stable (-i)-mtional⇒ stable(―j)-mtional; 

retmct (-i)-mtional⇒ retmct(―j)-mtional. 

(iii) Concepts in Definition 1.1 define a hiemrchy of hiemrchies stated in above {ii}; i.e. for any O S i S n, 

(-i)-rational⇒ stable (-i)-rational⇒ retmct (-i)-rational 

(iv) For any O S i S n, stable (-i)-mtionality and retmct (-i)-mtionality are stable bimtional invariants 

in the sense of Definition 1. 2. 

Then we have the following problem as our technical motivation: 

Fundamental Problem 

Extend the following implications of the above hierarchies to some hierarchy expressed by some 

(sheaf cohomology theoretical) stably birational invariant□ : 
{ (-i)-rational};E鯰 0 ⇒ {stable (-i)-rational};Ez~0 ⇒ {retract (-i)-rational};Ez~0 ⇒ □ 

2lThis means f and g are composable in the sense of [KS15, p.285, 1.4] [KM13, p.198, Crollary RC.11] 
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When we restrict our attention to smooth and~ varieties, I presented one answer [M21] to 

the above problem by considering a hierarchical version of a recent nice paper of Kai-Otabe-Yamazaki 

[KOY21]. Amongst of all, I gave hierarchical interpretations of the famous hypersurface non rationality 

theorems of Totaro [T16] and Schreieder [S19l[S21a] in [M21]. 

However, [M21] is~ for some number theoretical applications like Noether's prob-

lem or the rationality problem of algebraic tori, because in these cases the relevant smooth varieties are 

NOT PROPER. 

Now, I shall report an alternative answer to the above problem, which is (at least theoretically) 

applicable even to such number theoretical problems because this alternative approach 

DOES NOT REQUIRE PROPERNESS. The key to this approach is Morel's theory of unramified sheaves 

which we shall review in the next section. 

2 Stable birational presheaf and unramified sheaf 

In search of an answer for our problem, we first note that, if a smooth variety Xis retract (-i)-rational, 

then there is a commutative diagram of the following form: 

idu 

U三二言二戸苓U,[ f 
xこどロニ：三立X

［ 
(3) 

idx 

where vertical arrows are smooth dense open inclusions. 

Then because of the stably birational invariant property which we shall state soon in Remark 2.3, the 

following concept of Asok-Morel [AMll] is clearly of fundainental importance for our purpose: 

Definition 2.1. ([AMll, Definition 6.1.1]) Let Smk be the category of smooth I.fi~ k-schemes. 
Then a presheaf 

M:Smk→C(= Sets, Groups,…）， 

is called birational if the following properties a詑 satisfied:

(BO) For any X E Smk with irreducible components Xa's, a E x(o), the obvious map 

S(X)→ IT S(Xa) 
aEX(O) 

is a bijection; 

(Bl) For any XE  Smk and any everywhere dense open subscheme UC  X the restriction map 

S(X)→S(U) 

is a bijection. 

In fact, by applying a birational presheaf to (3), we immediately obtain the following easy, but very 

important, conclusion: 
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Theorem 2.2. If X is (-i)-retract rational, then, for any birational presheaf S, S(X) is a direct 

summand of S(Zりforsome smooth zi of dimension i. ロ

A birational presheaf is actually a stable birational Nisnevich sheaf I from the following remark: 

Remark 2.3. (i) ([AMll, Lemm.6.1.2] [MV99, §3, Proposition 1.4]) Any birational presheaf is auto-

matically a Nisnevich sheaf. 

(ii) ([KS15, p.330, Appendix A by Jean-Louis Colliot-Thelene]) Any birational presheaf Sis automatically 

stably birational invariant, thanks to a beautiful observation of Colliot-Thelene. 

Thus, we are urged to search after birational presheaves. For this purpose, we shall turn our attention 

to Morel's unramified presheaves, for which, Morel realized their essence lies in their values at the function 

fields k(X) and local rings Ox,x for x EXE Smk. However, Speck(X) and SpecOx,x do not belong to 

Smk, because they are not finite type k-schemes in general, Morel enlarged the domain of the definition 

of his presheaf S from Smk to the category of its pro-objects Pr(Smk) 3) (which contains Spec k(X) and 

Ox,x) as follows: 

Definition 2.4. ([M12, Definition 2.1, Remark 2.2]) An~ S of C (C = sets. groups, 

or abelian groups) on Smk (resp. on Sm朽） isa presheaf of S of C (C = sets. groups, or abelian groups) 
on Smk (resp. on Sm和）， whichwe uniquely extend to a presheaf on Pr(Smk) (resp. on Pr (Sm朽））
4) by the left K an extension 

S: Pr(Sm砂゚P→C (resp. S: Pr(Sm忙）op→C)

皿ふ→四S(Xa),

such that the following three conditions hold (Here, for an affine scheme Spec A E Pr(Smk), we have 

abbreviated S(SpecA) simply as S(A).): 

(VO) For any XE  Smk, the obvious map 

S(X)→ IT s（ふ）
aEX(D) 

is a bijection; 

(VI) For any X E Smk and any everywhere dense open subscheme Uc  X the restriction map 

S(X)→S(U) 

is injective; 

(U2) With (VO) at hand, let us suppose X E Smk is irreducible. Then the injective map 

S(X)→nxEX(l) 8 (CJ X,x) 

is a bijection, where nxEXC•lS (Ox,x) is computed in S(k(X)). 

3lStrictly speaking, Morel [M12, p.vi] considered the category Sm~ of essential smooth k-schemes rather than Pr(Smり
4lThis extension of Sallows us to define S(k(X)) and S(Ox,x) (x EX) for XE Smk, as desired. Furthermore, we can 

also define S(Rv) for a divisorial valuation v, which we shall define in the next section and which plays a very important 
role in this paper, and, more generally, S(Rv) for a valuation v with separable residue field,c(v) (in fact, this assumption 
is always satisfied under our perfect base field assumption by [M89, Theorem 26.3] [sp18, 030Y,030Z]) amongst of all 
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It should be noted that Morel's unramified presheaf itself is not (stably) birational yet, but there are 

a plenty of its examples as follows: 

Example 2.5. (i) ([M12, Remark 6.10] [K21a, Corollary 2.8]) Any 

strongly ぶ~G, i.e. U→ H知 (U,G)is A1 i invariant for n = 0, 1, is 

unramified. 

(ii) Consequently, familiar酎 invariantNisnevich sheaves with transfer are unramified. In fact, these are 

special cases of (i), because, by [MVW06, Theorem 13.8], any酎 invariantNisnevich sheaf of abelian 

groups with transfer F is ~酎~,i.e.U → H似 (U,F)is酎 invariantfor any n E花O・

Deglise [D06, Proposition 6.9] [D11, Theoreme 3.7] showed an A1 invariant Nisnevich sheaves of 

abelian groups with transfer Fis essentially equivalent to Rost's cycle module [R96]. Rost's cycle module 

is a data of the following form: 

M=（払：五→ Ab*，｛が： M＊(F)→止(F)I finite extension EC Fin五｝，

{8v: M.(F)→M.(1,,(v)) Iv, a geometric discrete valuation on Flk E Fe}), 

and the desiredぶ invariantNisnevich sheaf of abelian groups with transfer is given by the associated 

Rost Chow groups with coefficients in the given cycle module M: 

U →A0(U,M,) := Ker (EBxEU(oJ Mふ(x))~〶yEU(l) 叫（面）））， (4) 

where u(c) is the set of codimension c schematic points of U. While we only consider the degree O part in 

(4), the higher degree parts also emerges as the Bloch-Ogus [B074] type theorem for Rost's cycle modules 

[R96, Theorem (6.1), Corollary (6.5)], which gives us a conceptual transparent description of AP(X, M.) 

when X is a smooth k-variety: 

炉(X,M』 ~H似(X,Mふ

where M. is the Zariski sheaf given by (4). 

For instance, starting with the Galois cohomology as Rost's cycle module 

(5) 

(H如(-,μ)，｛が｝，｛叫）， whereμ is either μ笠いl)or!Q)/Z(i-1)＝四ばいl)with (n,chark) = 1 [R96, 

p.335, Remark (1.11)] [AB17, 3.2], we obtain (the geometric version of) the unramified cohomology as 

follows: 

H~r(X,µ) = A0 (X, (Hi(-,μ),{¢*}, {8v})) e,, Hiar (X, H~t(µ)). 

Again, see [R96] [M05a, 2.2] [ABl 7, 3] for more details including the notation. 

(iii) ([F20l[F21al[F21b]) The concept of Rost's cycle module was generalized by Feld [F20] to his 

Milnor-Witt cycle modules. Whereas Rost's cycle module admits a graded action of the Milnor K-

theory K;:1 [M70], Feld's Milnor-Witt cycle module admits a graded action of the Morel's Milnor-Witt 

K-theory K:;1w [M12, Definition 3.1], so that the Rost cycle module is a special case of the Milnor-Witt 

cycle module with the action of 1) E K轡V equal to 0. (Recall K;:1町（n)竺 K;:1[M12, Remark 3.2].) 

For any Milnor-Witt cycle module Mand any smooth k-scheme X, just like the case of Rost's cycle 

module, a Z-graded pair { F/:, Wn : F',此→ (Fぎ）ー1}nEZ are produced so that the Z-graded Zariski 

sheaves of abelian groups { Fぎ｝nEZare of the form 

｛いF夜(U)：＝ A° (U,M, —□ +〈n〉）竺 H》ar (U, Mu,n), 

AP(X,M, —flx/k+ 〈n〉）竺 H昇 (X,Mx,n)
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making { F/:r, Wn : F,此→ (Fぎ）＿1}nEZ into a ~ [F20, Corollary 8.5] [F21a, Theorem 
4.1.7], i.e. a pair {Mゎ叫｝nEZof a Z-graded strictly A 1-invariant Nisnevich sheaf of abelian groups M. on 

Smk and the~ Wn : Mn-1→(M→-1. See [F20l[F21al[F21b] for more details including 

the notation. 

Consequently, each F/:r is~ by (i). 

(iv) ([S20, Theorem 0.2] [K21b, Corollary 1.17]) So far, all of our unramified sheaves have been A1-

invariant. However, Saito [S20, Theorem 0.2] and Koizumi [K21b, Corollary 1.17] showed ~es 

in the sense of [KSY16], which are not necessarily A1-invariant, are also unramified. Examples of reci-

procity sheaves include A1-invariant Nisnevich sheaves with transfer treated in (i), smooth commutative 

algebraic groups over k, e.g. the additive group Ga, the modules of absolute Kahler differentials Oi, and 

de Rh=-Witt differentials W:国， aswas observed by Riilling [KSY16, Appendix]. 

3 Geometric valuation and Stable birational Nisnevich sheaf 

In order to convert such rich unramified presheaves into stable birational Nisnevich sheaves, let us 

review some basic of the higher rank valuation theory, because many number theorists might be used 

only to those valuations whose valuation rings are Ifil!k..l discrete valuation rings. 

• Given a valuation v : K →r U { +oo} on a field K to a totally ordered commutative group r (and 

the extra greatest element +oo), we obtain the following familiar algebraic objects (see e.g. [ZS60b, 

p.34, VI, §8] [B72, VI, §3, Definition 1, Proposition 2] [M89, §10]): 

- The~ Rv := {x E K I v(x) 2'. O}, which is a local ring with the maximal ideal 

叫：＝ ｛x EK  I v(x) > O} and the~ 1,,(v) := Rv/m叫

- The~fv :=v(K*）'°"'K* /(Ru)*, which is a totally ordered commutative group. 

From these, we have the following numerical invariants of a valuation v : 

- ([ZS60b, p.50, VI, §10] [V06, p.485, Definition]) The rational rank of vis defined by rat.rank(v) := 

dimQ (fv露 Q)； 

- ([ZS60b, p.39, VI, §10; p.9, VI, §3, Definition 1; p.40, VI, §10, Theorem 15] [V06, p.482, Definition, 

Corollary; p.483, Proposition 1.8; p.484, lines 3-5]) ~, denoted by rank(v), is defined 

by the maximal length r E Z2'.o of either one of the following three chains: 

* 0 = r r <;;; r r-1 <;;;... <;;; r 1 <;;; r。=rv,a chain of~ of the totally ordered 

commutative group r v・ 5) 

＊凡＝凡こ凡ー1<;;;..・<;;;R1 <;;; R。=K,a chain of local rings, which are actually valuation 

rings over Rv =凡 isthe valuation ring of v, of K. 

＊叫＝柘 ;2Pr-1 ;2 ・ ・ ・ ;2 Pi ;2 Po = 0, a chain of prime ideals of Rv・

In particular, rank(v) is the Krull dimension of凡：

rank(v) = dim瓜

5l([ZS60b, p.40,VI, §10] [V06, p.481-482, Definition]) A subgroup Hof a totally ordered commutative group A is called 
isolated if any a E A with O ::; a ::; h E H is contained in H : a E H. 
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- Between the above numerical invariants, the following inequality holds ([B72, p.438, VI, §10.2, 

Corollary, Proposition 4]): 

rank(v) :::; rat.rank(v). (6) 

When几 isfinitely generated, if the equality rank(v) = rat.rank(v) holds in (6), thenいisdiscrete 

in the sense of [ZS60b, p.48, -3rd line] [V06, p.484, Definition], i.e. r v竺 zrat.rank(v)as totally 

ordered commutative groups, where zrat.rank(v) is given the lexicographical order. 

• Suppose K is a field extension of its subfield k, then a valuation v : K →「 u{+(X)｝is called a 

valuation of K庄， ifv(k*) = 0 [V06, p.481, 1.1]. 

- When R is a subring of K and mv n R = p c R, we say v has a~

When a local ring (S, ms) with kc Sc Frac(S) = K has ms as the center of v, its 

local uniformization problem [Z40] [V06] [NS16] asks us to find a local blowing up [NS16, §2] of 

(S, ms) with respect to v 

(S,ms)→ (R,m叫（→ （Rv,m』) (7) 

such that (R, m幻isa regular local ring. Local uniformization may be regarded as a local version of 

the resolution of singularities, and was proved affirmatively when the base field k is characteristic 

0 by Zariski [Z40]. However, it is still unsolved for the positive characteristic case char k > 0 just 

as the resolution of singularities problem. 

- Given a valuation v : K→ru{+(X)｝of K/k, we have a couple of field extensions: 

K/k, 1,,(v)/k, 

for which let us consider their transcendental degrees: 

tr.degkK, tr.degい(v).

The latter is called the dimension of v ([ZS60b, p.34, VI, §8] [V06, p.494]), and denoted by 

dim(v) := tr.deg研 (v).

(8) 

(9) 

• ([A56al[ZS60b, p.331, Appendix 2, Proposition 2; p.335, Appendix 2, Proposition 3] [B72, p.439, VI, 

§10.3, Corollary 1]) For any valuation v of K/k, the following~ holds: 

rat.rank(v) + dim(v) ：：：：： tr.degkK (10) 

When K/k is a finitely generated field extension, if the eq叫 ityrat.rank(v) + dim(v) = tr.degkK 

holds in Abhyankar's ineq叫 ity(10), then v is called an Abhyankar valuation on K/k. 

Generalizing and building upon earlier works of Zariski [Z40] and Abhyankar [A56b], Knaf-Kuhlmann 

[KK05, p.835, Theorem 1.1] (see also Temkin [T13, p.114, Theorem 5.5.2] and Cutkosky [C21, Theo— 

rem 1.3] for improvements) proved a local uniformization theorem (7) for an Abhyankar valuation v 

whose residue field "'(v) is separable. 6) 

6lThis邸 sumptionis automatically satisfied in our perfect b邸 efield k case [M89, Theorem 26.3] [sp18, 030Y,030Z] 
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• For a valuation v on K/k, we have the following inequality from (6) and Abhyankar's inequality (10): 

rnnk(v) + dim(v) :c; tr.degkK (11) 

When K /k is a finitely generated field extension, if the equality rank(v) + dim(v) = tr.degkK holds 
in (11), then vis called a~ on K/k in some motivic literature (e.g. [R96, p.328, 

3rd and 4th paragraphs] for the rank 1 case and [MOS, p.53, 2nd paragraph] for arbitrary rank cases). 

If v is a geometric valuation of K/k, then v is of course Abhyankar. Furthermore，い isnot only 

finitely generated, but also discrete: r v竺 zrat.rank(v)as totally ordered commutative groups, where 

zrat.rank(v) is given the lexicographical order (for a direct proof of this fact, see [ZS60b, p.90, VI §14, 

Corollary]). 

• A rank 1 geometric valuation v is nothing but a rational rank 1 Abyankar valuation, and was called a 

prime divisor [ZS60b, p.88 VI, §14; p.89, VI, §14, Theorem 31], but is also called a divisorial valuation 

in many recent literature. For the rest, I shall mostly use this terminology "divisorial valuation" for 

the sake of brevity. 

Now, we are ready to state my answer to the fundamental problem stated in §1: 

My answer -Stable birational Nisnevich subsheaf Ssb of a birational sheaf S 、
Theorem and Definition 3.1. (i) Given an unramified sheaf Son Smk, let us set 

ふ (K/k):= n v, divisorial S(Rv) 
valuation of K/k 

for any finitely generated field extension K/k. Then the correspondence 

U ←Ssb(U) := Ssb(k(U)/k) = n v, divisorial S(Rv) 
valuation of k(U)/k 

（こ S(U):= nsv~-~：ご誓uvXal瓜悶゜二雰f)S(Rサ＝ nXEU(1)S(Ou,x) C S(K(U)）） 

(12) 

defines a birational subsheaf Ssb of an unramified sheaf S on Smk which we call the 

stable birational subsheaf Ssb of an unramfied sheaf S because Sゅ isby definition a birational sheaf 

(which immediately implies Sゅ isactually staby birational invariant by [KS15, p.330, Appendix A 

by Jean-Louis Colliot-The]もne]as was recalled in Remark 2.3 (ii)). 

(ii) For any smooth proper k-scheme X, 

Ssb(X) = S(X). 

Consequently, any unr皿 ifiedsheaf S is stably birational invariant among smooth proper k-schemes. 

From Theorem 2.2 and the above Theorem and Definition 3.1, we immediately obtain the following; 

Corollary 3.2. If X is (-i)-retract rational, then S叫X)is a direct summand of Ssb(Zi) for some 

smooth zi of dimension i. ロ
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Since 7) 

(H~r (k(Zi)/k,µ魯~)).b C Hもal(k(Zi)/k, μ客点） （1 <::: m <:: +oo), 

the classical Tate's thoerem (formally a conjecture of Grothendieck) [872, p.119, §4, Th. 28] (see also 

[AGV73, Expose xiv 3]) about the cohomological dimension and Corollary 3.2 imply: 

＼
 Corollary 3.3. When (char k,p) = l, if 

(H~r (k(X)/k,µ拿~)tb f O (1 :Sヨm:S十oo)

for some 

J > i + cdp(k), 

then X is not retract (-i)-rational. 

ノ

Corollary 3.4. When k = C, if 

(Hふ.(k(X)/k,μ芦点））sbヂ 〇 （1 <;ヨm <; +oo) 

for some 

，
 

.n“ ＞
 

.
J
 

then X is not retract (-i)-rational. 

Remark 3.5. (i) I believe the above Theorem and Definition 3.1, which is applicable to arbitrary smooth, 

not necessary proper, k-scheme is the most conceptually transparent result along the line of [CT95] (whose 

philosophy might go back to [G68] which deals with Brauer Groups). 

(ii) Notice that we do not impose any properness assumption on X in our Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3 

and Corollary 3.4. In fact, with such properness assumption on X, they were already obtained in [M21] 

by considering a hierarchical version of a recent nice paper of Kai-Otabe-Yamazaki [KOY21]. 

(iii) When the unramified sheaf Sis provided by a Rost cycle module M, i.e. when S(X) = A0(X, M), Ssb 

was already defined by Merkurjev [MOS, p.56, 2.2] and an intimately related claim [MOS, p.61, Proposition 

2.15] was already stated [MOS, p.56, 2.2; p.61, Proposition 2.15]. This was also considered by Kahn-Ngan 

[KN14, Definition 6.1], but be aware that different notations are used for this case: 

A以(-,M)= M(-)nr = A似(-,M)
、マ、一｀マ、

our notation Merkurjev's notation Kahn-Ngan's notation 

(iv) Stably birational invariance of an unramified sheaf among smooth proper k-schemes, claimed in 

Theorem and Definition 2.2 (ii), was proved for Rost's cycle modules mentioned in Example 2.5 (ii) by 

Rost [R96, Corollary (12.10)], and for Feld's Milnor-Witt cycle modules mentioned in Example 2.5 (iii) 

by Feld [F21a, Theorem 5.3.1]. However, from these approaches which stick only to smooth and proper 

k-schemes, we can never deduce Corollary 3.2 which is valid for arbitrary smooth k-schemes. 

7l We warn the readers that our (H出(k(Z;)/k,μ覧）） issimply denoted by H出(k(Z')/k,μ腐） in some literature 
sb 

like [S21b]. Also, in some literature, including the original literature [CT089], all the rank 1 discrete valuations are used 
to define the unramified cohomology. Of course, the unramified cohomology so defined is a possibly strict subgroup of the 
unramificd cohomology of our sense (sec [S2lb, Remark 4.4] for this point), but, our Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 arc 
also applicable to such unramified cohomologies, as a matter of course 
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In fact, when a presheaf of some general class of presheaves, including unramified presheaves, is given, 

then its stably birational invariance for smooth proper varieties is already known to Colliot-Thelene 

[CT95, Proposition 2.1.S(e)] [KS15, p.330, Appendix A by Jean-Louis Colliot-Thelene]. 

Main ingredients of the pr-oaf of Theorem and Definition 3.1:. 

The following two ingredients are the essence to my proof: 

• Morel's argument which he used to prove [M12, Theorem 2.11, Lemma 2.12] that an unrarnified sheaf 

is determined by its values on the function fields and the valuation rings of divisorial valuations. s) 

enjoying certain訟 ioms,which Morel calls unramified datum. 

• My own local uniformization theorem for general geometric valuations, which is, unlike the general 

theorems of Knaf-Kuhlmann [KK05, p.835, Theorem 1.1], Temkin [T13, p.114, Theorem 5.5.2] and 

Cutkosky [C21, Theorem 1.3] for Abhyankar valuations, only valid for geometric valuations, but 

produces a better smooth model needed for our proof (actually, only the rank 2 case of my local 

uniformization theorem for geometric valuations is needed for this purpose). 

口

4 Applications 

Since I [M21] knew Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 when the I'..RQEIB assumption is 

imposed, by considering a hierarchical version of a recent nice paper of Kai-Otabe-Yamazaki [KOY21], I 

gave some applications of Corollary 3.4 to the case of hypersurfaces, which are smooth and I'..RQEIB, in 

[M21] to give hierarchical interpretations of the famous hypersurface non rationality theorems of Totaro 

[T16] and Schreieder [S19l[S21a]. 

However, our Corollary 3.2, Corollary 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 do not impose any such proper assumption. 

Thus, we may apply them to number theoretical problems like Noether's problem and the rationality 

problem of algebraic tori. 

For applications to the Noether's problem for k = C, consult various examples of Noether's problem 

summarized nicely in Hoshi's RIMS K6kyuroku surveys [H14l[H20] (see also [HKY20]). 

In these references, whenever you encounter an example of X such that 9) 

H;T(C(X)／C,A)c/ 0, i EN, 

you can instantaneously upgrade the conclusion from merely "non retract rational" to "non retract (-i)-

rational", and you are prompted to the next level question: 

| Is X (-（n+ 1)）-rational? | 
So, don't leave the scene immediately simply because X is found to be non retract rational! 

We shall come back to the rationality problem of algebraic tori elsewhere. 

The details will be put in ArXiv soon. 

8) Although Morel [M12, §2] stated general (rank 1) discrete valuation rings in his formulation, his argument indicates 
that it is enough to consider only divisorial valuations. 
9lrn these literature, like the original literature [CT089], all the rank 1 discrete valuations are used to define the unramified 

eohomology. Of course, if the unramified cohomology so defined is non zero, then the unramified cohomology of our sense 
must be non zero too 
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